
THE RITUAL FOROPENING A CANAL FROM NINEVEH

By BEATRICE BARAGLI AND URI GABBAY

The article presents a philological edition of K.2727+K.6213, a fragmentary tablet fromNineveh that deals with
a ritual for opening a canal. The paper discusses other references to this ritual, i.e. parallel sources for this type of
ritual, the materials used, the gods addressed, and the specialists who performed the ritual actions.

1. Introduction
Rituals for “opening”water courses, i.e. ritually consecrating them and allowing their waters to begin
flowing in them (at least ritually),1 are known from several sources.2 One of these sources, K.2727
+K.6213, although cited in several publications,3 does not have a modern edition. The present
article presents an edition of this text and discusses it together with the other sources related to
this ritual. All the sources discussed here show some similar features, such as the specialist
involved, the ritual materials used, and the deities involved in the ritual.

2. The ritual for opening the canal K.2727+
The one-column fragment K.2727+K.6213, from Nineveh, preserves 21 lines of a ritual for the
opening of a canal. The reverse is broken, and the obverse should have originally contained at least
twice as many lines. The ritual was most probably to be performed by the āšipu priest. A copy of the
tablet by W.G. Lambert was recently published by George/Taniguchi (2021: no. 451).4

The beginning of the ritual instructions described in the text are not preserved, but when the
preserved text begins, the act of piling up ingredients, including plants, metals, and precious stones
on “those soils” (ep(e)rī) is described, most probably referring to the piles of earth and silt dug out
of the canal. In addition, figurines of turtles are placed on these earth-piles, presented as a gift to
Ea. Then, three silver discs are produced, dedicated as a gift, and sent into the river to the gods
Mummu, Qingu and Ešret-nabnīssu. Following this, as in other purification rituals, an agubbû
water vessel is prepared. It is set at the head of the canal (for this term see note on l. 8’), and
various plants, reeds, stones (mostly identical to the stones used earlier on the earth piles), and
liquids are thrown into it. The text probably moves to the location in which the excavations
took place (probably near the piles of earth mentioned earlier), where heaps of flour and dates,
mirsu dishes, a libation vessel, a juniper censer, and a sheep offering are presented to Mummu,
Qingu and Ešret-nabnīssu, and the names of these deities are invoked. The text then shifts again
to Ea, prescribing a recitation to him, probably an incantation,5 the text of which breaks off in
the middle.

Transliteration
1’ [ ĝiš]⸢ŠINIG

⸢ú?⸣[tuḫ-lam ĝiš
GIŠIMMAR.TUR](?)

2’ [GI.ŠUL.Ḫ]I(?) [K]Ù.BABBAR KÙ.GI URUDU ⸢AN.NA A
?⸣.[GAR5

? na4GUG](?)

The tablet K.2727+K.6213 is published here by the
kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum. B.
Baragli’s contribution was written with the support of the
Martin Buber Society of Fellows at the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem. We thank C. Ambos and S. Mirelman for
reading and commenting on an earlier version of this
article. We are especially indebted to the anonymous
reviewer of this article for many important corrections
and suggestions.

1 Cf. Bagg 2000: 280 for a discussion on this terminology.
2 See Maul 1994: 194, nn. 332–333; Ambos 2004: 198;

Abraham/Gabbay 2013: 191–194; see the discussion below
in § 4.

3 Many of the lines of the text are cited in CAD. See also
Mayer 1976: 381; Maul 1994: 194, nn. 332–333; Ambos
2004: 35 n. 250, 198; Abraham/Gabbay 2013: 192, n. 50;
Lambert 2013: 221; George/Taniguchi 2021: 8.

4 K.2727 (without the fragment K.6213 joined by W.G.
Lambert) was previously published in copy in OECT 6,
pl. 5. A photograph of the tablet is published in
CDLI (P384941). The tablet was collated by the authors
from additional photographs, and from the original by
B. Baragli.

5 Or even an “incantation-prayer,” see Mayer 1976: 380–
381.
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3’ [na4ZA.GÌN
na4NÍR](?) ⸢na4⸣MUŠ.GÍR

na4BABBAR.DILI
na4BABBAR.[MIN5] i[a4-ni-bu(?) ]

4’ [ana] ⸢UGU SAḪAR
ḫi.a⸣ šu-nu-ti DUB-ak-ma BAL.GI

ku6 N[ÍĜ.B]ÚN.NA⸢ku6⸣ [tam-šil BI x x](?)
5’ [(0) š]á KÙ.BABBAR u KÙ.GI DÙ-uš-ma KI SAḪAR

ḫi.a šu-nu-ti ĜAR-an šu-bu-ul-tú ⸢ana dé-a⸣
6’ [(0) t]u-šeb-bé-el 3 AŠ.ME KÙ.GI šá 1 GÍN.TA.ÀM DÙ-uš-ma NÍĜ.BA ĜAR-an
7’ [(0)] ⸢ana?⸣ d

ÚMUN
dqin-gi u deš-ret-nab-ni-is-su ana ÍD tu-šeb-bé-el

8’ [(0) in]a KÁ ÍD A.GÚB.BA GIN-an ana ŠÀ A.⸢GÚB⸣.BA ĝiš
ŠINIG

útuḫ-lam ĝiš
GIŠIMMAR.TUR

9’ [(0) GI.Š]UL.ḪI KÙ.BABBAR KÙ.GI URUDU AN.NA A.⸢GAR5
na4⸣GUG

na4ZA.GÌN
na4NÍR

na4MUŠ.GÍR

10’ [na4BABBAR.DILI
na4]⸢BABBAR⸣.MIN5 ia4-ni-bu ĜIŠ.⸢BÚR⸣ LÀL Ì.NUN.NA ana ŠÀ ŠUB-di a-šar ḫi-ru-tú

ḫe-ra-tú
11’ [ana d

ÚMUN
dqin-g]i u deš-ret-nab-ni-is-su 3 GI.DU8

meš tara-kás
12’ [3(?) ŠUKU 12(?).TA.ÀM NINDA.ZÍZ.À]M(?) ⸢ĜAR⸣-an ZÚ.LUM.MA ZÌ.EŠA DUB-aq
13’ [NINDA.Ì.DÉ.A LÀL Ì].⸢NUN⸣.NA ĜAR-an dug

A.DA.GUR5 GIN-an NÍĜ.NA ŠIM.LI ĜAR-an
14’ [UDU.SÍSKUR BA]L-qí uzuZAG uzu

ME.ḪÉ UZU KA.NE tu-tạḫ-ḫa kaš BAL-qí
15’ [NÍĜ.NA ŠIM.L]I(?) ⸢DUB⸣-aq MU

d
ÚMUN

dqin-gi u deš-ret-nab-ni-is-su MU-ár kam DU11.GA

————————————————————————————————————

16’ [ÉN(?) dé]-⸢a⸣ LUGAL ABZU muš-te-šir kal mim-ma šum-šú e-piš URU u É at-t[a-ma]
17’ [šīmātu šá]-a-mu ĜIŠ.ḪUR

meš us-̣s[̣u]-⸢ru⸣ šá ŠU
II-k[a-ma]

18’ [x x] ⸢x⸣ šu-pu ÍD sa-ki-ik-tú ḫe-ru-ú A⸢meš?⸣ ⸢nu?⸣-[uḫ?-š]á? kun-⸢ni?⸣ [x x (x)]
19’ [x x (x) u]t ̣?-tẹ-ti-šu šu-pu ina A.GÀR ḫar-bu-[ti] ⸢x x⸣ [x x (x)]
20’ [x x (x)] ⸢x LÚ.APIN

meš⸣ qer-bé-e-tu4 šá-s[u-ú ]
21’ [ ] ⸢x x x⸣ [ ]

Rest broken

Translation
1’ [ ] 4’You heap up 1’[t]amarisk, [tuḫlu-plant, young date palm](?)
2’ [šalālu-ree]d(?),] silver, gold, copper, tin, l[ead, carnelian](?),
3’ [lapis lazuli, ḫulālu-stone](?), muššāru-stone, pappardilû-stone, pappar[minu]-stone, y[ānibu-

shell(?) (…)],
4’ [up]on these earth-piles, and you make a raqqu-turtle, a šeleppû-turtle, [the likeness of(?) …]
5’ [o]f silver andgold, andyouplace (them)with these earth-piles. 6’You send them 5’(as) agift forEa.
6’ You make three gold sun-disks of one shekel each, and you offer (them) (as) a gift.
7’ You send (them) to the canal [f]or Mummu, Qingu and Ešret-nabnīssu.
8’ [A]t the “gate” of the canal you set up a libation vessel (agubbû). 10’You throw 8’into the midst of

the libation vessel: tamarisk, tuḫlu-plant, young date palm,
9’ [šalālu-ree]d, silver, gold, copper, tin, lead, carnelian, lapis lazuli, ḫulālu-stone, muššāru-stone,
10’ [pappardilû-stone](?), papparminu-stone, yānibu-shell, is ̣ pišri-plant, syrup, ghee. Where the

ditch is dug
11’ you prepare three portable altars [for Mummu, Qing]u and Ešret-nabnīssu,
12’ you place [three(?) rations of twelve emmer breads each](?), you scatter dates (and) fine flour

(sasqû),
13’ you place [mirsu-dishes (with) syrup and bu]tter, you set up a libation vessel, you place a censer

of juniper,
14’ [you off]er [a niqû offering], you present the shoulder, fat, (and) roasted meat, you pour beer,
15’ you sprinkle [the censer (with) juniper](?), you call the names of Mummu, Qingu and Ešret-

nabnīssu. Thus you say:

—————————————————————————————————————

16’ [Incantation(?). E]a, king of the Abzu, who puts in order all that is named, creator of city and
House are you!

17’ To decree [the fates], to pl[an] the plans, is in (lit. of) your hands!
18’ Tomake the […] appear, to dig the silted-up canal, to establish waters of abundance [forever](?),
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19’ To make appear the […] of its grain(?), in a waste field […]
20’ […] to ca[ll] the land [for](?) the cultivators,
21’ [ ] … [ ]

Rest broken

Notes
1’–3’. The restorations follow the materials listed in lines 8’–10’. We thank an anonymous reviewer

for the reading and restoration in line 1’, the beginning of line 2’, and the end of line 3’. The
space in the beginning of line 2’ is admittedly quite wide for the restoration of GI.ŠUL.ḪI, and
therefore the restoration here is uncertain. At the end of line 3’ there seems to be more space,
perhaps alternatively it is also possible to restore N[A4

meš ni-siq-ti] according to the list of
stones in the Bavian inscription of Sennacherib (see below § 3).

4’. The end of the line is restored according to the corresponding line in the Bavian inscription of
Sennacherib (see below), although the end of the second word is broken there as well (the
restoration pí-[ti-iq], for which see RINAP 3/2, 211, 309, was questioned by Frahm 1997:
153–154, and would not agree with šá in the next line of our text, if the two texts were
indeed identical).

8’. For KÁ ÍD, Akkadian bāb nāri, as “gate of the canal” (“Kanaltor”) see Bagg 2000: 221. This
expression is also attested in SpTU 1, 6 and in BM 54952 (see below § 3). The plant tuḫlu,
which is quite rarely attested, should be identical to the plants maštakal and tullal, see
Maul 1994: 63 n. 42.

10’. The expression ašar ḫirûtu ḫerâtu (stative form with the subjunctive -u that may occur after
the feminine -at after the Old Babylonian period, GAG §83a, cf. AHw, 348a) creates an
alliterative effect. The use of ḫirûtu and the verb ḫerû here is related to the noun ḫarru, a
quite rare Neo-Assyrian term for “canal,” see Bagg 2000: 160 n. 352, 273, for ḫarru as
“Hauptkanal” see also p. 367. The expression in our line possibly implies a change of
ritual place, from the earth-piles to the actual digging place of the canal. However, all
ritual actions could have eventually taken place also at the “gate” of the canal, where the
digging work started.

12’. In the beginning of the line it is possible to restore other variants of this phrase, perhaps
omitting ŠUKU or NINDA.ZÍZ.ÀM, and with different numbers; the restored [À]M can also
belong to the phrase [TA.À]M, which occurs sometimes at the end of the phrase; see Maul
1994: 50-51 with references in nn. 34 and 36 (we thank the anonymous reviewer of the
article for the suggestions regarding the restoration).

3. The ritual for opening the canal: the āšipu and kalû priests
Although not explicitly indicated by the text, the ritual for opening the canal K.2727+ wasmost likely
performed by the āšipu. This is evincible by other sources for this type of ritual. However, some of
these texts relate to the kalû priest, some to the āšipu priest, and some to the king. These will be
briefly discussed here. These sources include a passage describing a canal ritual from the Bavian
inscription of Sennacherib, an inscription of the Kassite king Kaštiliaš digging the Sumundar
canal using a silver spade and basket (Abraham/Gabbay 2013), K.2727+ edited above, the
Namburbi catalogue SpTU 1, 6, the incantation SpTU 2, 5, and the ritual preserved in BM 45952.
Some of these sources share similar features, such as the use of stones, figurines of turtles, the
mention of ceremonial spades and baskets, and similar groups of gods related to the ritual (see §4
below).

The Bavian inscription of Sennacherib describes a ritual for the initiation of a new watercourse,
where both a kalû and an āšipu priest performed the ritual. Some of the details in this passage
correspond to the details found in the other sources for the ritual for opening a canal. Below is a
transliteration and translation of the relevant passage (Sennacherib 156:r.6’–10’ // 223:27–30
[Bavian inscription], see RINAP 3/2, 211, 315):
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a-na pa-te-e ÍD šu-a-tu LÚ.MAŠ.MAŠ LÚ.GALA ú-ma-ʾe-er-ma ú-šat-[…] na4GUG
na4ZA.GÌN

na4MUŠ.GÍR
na4NÍR

na4BABBAR.DILI
meš

NA4
meš ni-siq-ti BAL.GI

ku6 NÍĜ.BÚN.NA
ku6 tam-šil BI-[x x]6 KÙ.BABBAR KÙ.GI ŠIM.ḪI.A Ì.GIŠ

DÙG.GA a-na dé-a EN nag-bi kup-pi ù ta-⸢ma?-mi?⸣-ti den-bi-lu-lu GÚ.GAL ÍD
meš den-e-im-du EN ⸢E⸣ u? PA5 ú-

qa-a-a-iš qí-šá-a-ti a-na DINGIR
meš

GAL
meš ut-nin-ma su-up-pi-ia iš-mu-ma ú-še-ši-ru li-pit ŠU

II-ia

In order to open that canal, I sent an āšipu (and) a kalû and…… […] carnelian, lapis lazuli,muššāru-stone,
ḫulālu-stone, pappardilû-stones, precious stones, a raqqu-turtle, a šeleppû-turtle, the likeness of… [of] silver
(and) gold, aromatics, (and) fine oil, I gave as gifts to Ea, the lord of underground waters, cisterns, and…,
(to) the god Enbilulu, the inspector of canals, (and to) the god Enʾeʾimdu, the lord of [dike(s) and channel(s)].
I prayed to the great gods; they heeded my supplications and made my handiwork flow.7

Does this mean that generally the ritual was indeed performed by the two specialists, each
complementing the other, or does this mean that each of them could perform the ritual separately
and that usually simply the availability of one of them, or the choice of the political functionary
initiating the canal, determined which of the two would perform the ritual? Perhaps the
Sennacherib text, where a special monumental waterway was initiated, is a special and unique
occasion, and therefore an ideal reality of two priests working together was chosen (in reality or in
the text), while more commonly such initiations were only performed by one of them?

It is difficult to answer these questions, but it should be noted that similar questions arise for other
rituals aswell, such as building rituals and initiation rituals for the divine image (Ambos 2004: 18–20).
In these cases, we sometimes find similar ritual texts, some directed to the āšipu, and others to the
kalû, sometimes with some overlap or with the appearance of one of these specialists in the ritual
of the other specialist, at times with a change of the grammatical deixis between second and third
persons (Ambos 2004: 18). The juxtaposition of the āšipu and kalû priests in certain ritual
occasions is also documented in some Neo-Assyrian letters, raising similar questions.8

The verbal repertoires of the āšipu and kalû priests were different: The āšipu’s utterances (mostly
incantations) usually address the specific ritual context and the materials used in it and are generally
concerned with the removal of different kinds of evil for this goal. The kalû’s utterances (mostly
Emesal prayers) deal with the general notions of divine manifestation and abandonment and are
aimed at divine pacification. In the ritual for opening a canal, the duty of the āšipu was to use the
ritual materials to “physically open” the canal (spade and basket) and recite incantations to keep
the evil away by addressing the netherworld forces (K.2727+ and SpTU 2, 5:59–61). The duty of
the kalû was to recite Balaĝ and Eršema prayers probably in order to pacify the gods at the
sensitive moment of the ritual opening (BM 54952).

Aswill be discussed below, opening a canal implies opening a channel between the groundwater of
the Apsû and the water on earth, which implies the participation of both the netherworld and
ancestral gods. The perceived risk (especially by non-ritual sources) was probably to awaken both
evil beings and anger the gods, therefore some clients (like Sennacherib) probably wanted to
protect this sensitive moment from any possible evil influences. Thus, they appointed both an āšipu
and a kalû. We should keep in mind that this was at least the theoretical overlap in some sources,
like the Bavian inscription. However, it remains unclear whether this was the case in all sources,
and if this ritual was actually carried out by one or two specialists at the same time.

The ritual of the āšipu priest
As previously said, K.2727+ wasmost probably performed by the āšipu priest. The ritual, incantation
and Namburbi catalogue SpTU 1, 6 provides an important support for this argument. It lists the

6 The reading pí-[ti-iq] was questioned by Frahm (1997:
153–154).

7 Compare SpTU 2, 5:71: mû išširū (see above).
Compare also in the river incantation appended to
various āšipūtu rituals, especially Namburbi rituals (Maul
1994: 87:16’–17’; Lambert 2013: 397:9–10): ÍD GAL-ti ÍD

MAḪ-ti / ÍD eš-re-e-ti šu-šu-ru A
meš-ki, “River, you are

great! River, you are lofty! River, you are upright! Your
waters flow in order!”

8 Parpola 1993, no. 240:19f. and no. 212: rev. 5ff., both
references in Ambos 2004: 18. For another comparable
case, see e.g. Horowitz 1991 and Ambos 2004: 14: an
astronomical diary mentions āšipus and kalûs probably
performing a building ritual.
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following three incipits related to the ritual for opening a canal (left edge 1’–3’) (see Maul 1994: 194
with nn. 332–333):

⸢e-nu-ma LÚ⸣ ÍD GIBIL

e-nu-ma KÁ ÍD i-pat-tu-u
én íd saḫar-bi íb-[ta-an-zi-zi]

“When a person renews a canal.”
“When one opens the gate of a canal.”
“Incantation: The canal (whose) earth is [removed]”

The first incipit cannot be identified. The third incipit, as identified by Maul (1994: 194, n. 333),
corresponds to the incantation SpTU 2, 5 (see below). The second incipit is identical to the incipit
of BM 54952 (// catchline of BM 46548, see below), but as noted by Maul (1994: 194, n. 332), it
may also correspond to K.2727+ edited here (perhaps implying that K.2727+ had a similar
incipit). This raises several possibilities: (1) There were two different (but similar) ritual texts with
the same incipit, one for the kalû (BM 54952) and one for the āšipu (K.2727+). (2) K.2727+ is
actually not an āšipu ritual (and accordingly ÉN should perhaps not be restored in line 16’), but
part of the same kalû ritual as BM 54952 (i.e. containing both Emesal recitations and an
Akkadian recitation). (3) K.2727+ and BM 54952 contain the same ritual, and there was one
ritual text which included instructions both related to the kalû and the āšipu (this would be a rare
phenomenon in the Neo-Assyrian period). (4) K.2727+ did not begin with the incipit e-nu-ma KÁ

ÍD i-pat-tu-u but rather with the first incipit cited above (e-nu-ma LÚ ÍD GIBIL), while the second
incipit in the catalogue related to the kalû ritual BM 54952 (although listed in an āšipūtu catalogue).

We assume, although not with certainty, that option 1 is the case here, meaning that there were two
different texts with an identical incipit, one for the āšipu and one for the kalû, even if this cannot be
confirmed.9 Although no specialist is clearly mentioned in K.2727+, the incipit in l. 16’ probably
refers to an incantation, indicating that it belonged to the āšipu’s repertoire. Specifically, since it is
mentioned in a catalogue of Namburbi rituals, and since the ritual actions and ingredients listed in
it resemble those in such rituals (compare Maul 1994: 41–46), it may have been part of a
Namburbi ritual, used to overcome the impurity and malevolent omens that may arise from
digging a new canal (compare Ambos 2004: 35 with n. 250). Furthermore, the ritual instructions
in lines 1’–15’ resemble those of SpTU 2, 5 (see below), where an āšipu is clearly involved.

As noted above, the Sumerian incipit mentioned in the Namburbi catalogue SpTU 1, 6 can be
identified with the bilingual incantation SpTU 2, 5 (// TIM 9, 29 // Collection S. Preston), followed
by a short passage with ritual instructions. This incantation represents the best piece of evidence
for assigning K.2727+ to the āšipu’s repertoire: first, SpTU 2, 5 clearly belongs to the āšipu’s
repertoire, since it begins with the incipit én and bears the rubric ka-inim-ma íd ka ĝál-tak4-a-ke4
“It is the wording for opening the mouth of a canal”; second, it shares several features with
K.2727+. SpTU 2, 5 deals with the divine purity of a canal, noting that its earth (eperū, Sum.
saḫar) was removed with tools of precious metals and stones (lines 12–13), and its waters filled by
the deities Enki (Ea), Iškur (Adad), Enbilulu, Ninazu, Enkimdu, and Šakkan (lines 14–23). Then,
the incantation notes that Asalluḫi purified the river with various materials (this purification
probably reflecting, as is common in such incantations, the ritual acts of the āšipu): an agubbû
cultic vessel filled with various plants and oils, liquids, gold, silver, carnelian, lapis lazuli; various
types of grains; as well as a scapegoat, a sheep, and potsherds (lines 26–41). The incantation ends
with Enki purifying the canal, deciding its fate, and with pleas that evil demons and impurities
should keep away from the canal (lines 41–61). The rubric of the incantation notes that it is an
incantation for opening the “mouth” of a canal10 (ka-inim-ma íd ka ĝál-tak4-a-ke4) (line 62).

9 A similar question arises from building rituals. The incipit
enūma sippū kunnū appears both in the context of the āšipu
(preserved on K.3810 and BM 68024, see Ambos 2004,
167–169, and as a catchline of the ritual K.2000+ and
parallels, Ambos 2004, 166:91) and of the kalû (catchline of
TCL 6, 46, see Ambos 2004: 188:34’). Ambos (2004: 18–19,
167) treats this as the same text for the āšipu and kalû,

which may indeed be the case, but it is also possible that the
incipit is identical, but the ritual texts themselves are
different, one dealing with the āšipu and the other with the
kalû.

10 For pī nāri as “mouth” or “head of a canal” see Bagg
2000: 220–221.
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This is followed by ritual instructions (lines 61–71) prescribing the preparation of offerings on the
riverbank to the same gods mentioned in the incantation, together with Šamaš and Asalluḫi, the
recitation of the incantation three times, and the purification of the river through a scapegoat and
other acts and materials, which eventually will result in flowing of the canal’s waters (line 71: mû
išširū).

The ritual of the kalû priest (BM 54952)
The small fragment BM 54952 was copied and edited by Ambos (2004: 198, 261, no. 22) with slight
corrections in reading an incipit byGabbay (2005). The fragment preserves the beginning and the end
of the kalû ritual for opening a canal, with a catchline to a different building ritual of the kalû (see
Ambos 2004: 186:21’). The incipit of the fragment is now duplicated by the catchline on BM
46548: r.9, a tablet containing part of the kalû’s lilissu ritual (George/Taniguchi 2021, no. 446): e-
nu-ma KÁ ÍD i-pat-tu-ú.11 Since BM 54952 was collated (by U. Gabbay) and a few new suggestions
are made, it is edited anew below.

Transliteration
1 e-nu-ma KÁ ÍD i-pat-t[u-ú ]
2 ušum-gin7 ní si ši ⸢èn⸣-š[è ì-gi šá

d
AMAR.UTU(?) ÉR]

3 dilmunki niĝin-na ÉR.Š[ÈM.MA ana d
AMAR.UTU(?)]

4 EGIR-šu ⸢KEŠDA
?⸣ [ ]

Obv. rest broken

Rev.

1′ (vacat) ⸢NA4 ḪU
? x⸣ [ ]

2′ (vacat) PAP 7 NA4.M[EŠ
? ]

3′ (vacat) ana IGI ÍD ⸢BI?⸣ [(x)] x x [ ]
4′ (vacat) UR5.GIN7 ŠID-nu ⸢ù?⸣ [ ]

5′ e-nu-ma UŠ8 É DINGIR [ŠUB-ú]

End

Translation
1 When one opens the gate of a canal [ ]
2 [The Balaĝ-prayer] “Like a dragon full of awe, how long [will you remain] silent” [of Marduk](?),
3 (with) the Erš[ema] “Honored one, circle!” [to Marduk](?)
4 Following it, an offering arrangement(?) [ ]

Obv. rest broken

Rev.

1’ …-stone(?) [ ]
2’ In sum: 7 ston[es(?) ]
3’ In front of that(?) canal [ ]
4’ You recite thus … [ ]

5’ When the foundations of the House of God [are laid].

11 BM 46548 (George/Taniguchi 2021: no. 446) belonged
to the kalû Šamaš-aḫḫē-bullit/̣ Nabû-šum-ibni// Iddin-
Papsukkal, who also owned the commentary BM 42286

(CT 41, 39) (see Gabbay 2014: 274). The text parallels
K.4806+ (Linssen 2004: 275–282).
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Notes
2. For the restorations, see Gabbay 2005, and Gabbay 2015: 124–125, no. 24.
4. Perhaps restore: EGIR-šu ⸢KEŠDA

?⸣ [tara-kás(?) ], cf. Ambos 2004, 186:25’: EGIR-
šú 3 KEŠDA a-na DINGIR É

d+INNIN É
d
LAMMA É tara-kás ab-ruMÚ-aḫ, “Following it, you arrange

three offering arrangements for the God-of-the-House, the Goddess-of-the-House, (and) the
Genie-of-the-House. You light up a brush pile.” Another possibility is to read EGIR-šu ⸢SÌR?⸣,
“after it, you sing” (see Ambos 2004: 198).

r.1’. Ambos (2004: 198) reads at the beginning of the line ⸢NA4 MUŠEN⸣ x, “Vogel-Stein,” but such a
stone is unknown. Possibly this line refers to the name of a stone that beginswith the sign ḪU or
a composite of this sign, for example, na4ḫu-luḫ-ḫu, na4u5-ri-zu, or

na4ḫu-la-lu (see Schuster-
Brandis 2008: 398, 451, 417 respectively), but since the line is broken, it is not clear that this
is indeed the sign on the tablet.

r.3′. Ambos (2004: 198) reads ana IGI a-pi x x, but it is quite certain that this is actually the sign
ÍD. Perhaps restore [(x) ŠU]B?-⸢di?⸣ [ ] at the end of the line, although this, especially the sign
ŠUB, is uncertain. For ŠUB-di in a comparable context, see the Nineveh and Babylonian
ritual tablets of the Mīs pî ritual (see below § 4). Another option would be to restore ana IGI

ÍD ⸢i!?-ta?-di?⸣ (or that ⸢ta⸣- begins a second person form).

4. Common features in the different sources for the ritual for opening a canal
There are several common features in the different sources for the ritual for opening a canal listed
above, such as the mythological or ceremonial digging with a spade and basket made of precious
metals (in the incantation SpTU 2, 5 and in the Kaštiliaš inscription); the dedication of turtle
figurines (in K.2727+ and in the inscription of Sennacherib); the use of stones and other materials
(in K.2727+, the Sennacherib inscription, the ritual BM 54952, and the incantation SpTU 2, 5),
and some of the gods associated with the ritual (Ea in K.2727+, the Sennacherib inscription, and
the incantation SpTU 2, 5; other irrigation gods in the Sennacherib inscription and the
incantation SpTU 2, 5; netherworld or ancestral gods in K.2727+ and SpTU 2, 5). These features
can be summarized as follows:

The gods participating in the ritual for opening a canal
The gods mentioned in K.2727+ can be divided into two groups, the first consisting of Ea,12 and the
second consisting of Mummu, Qingu and Ešret-nabnīssu. The ritual text itself shifts from one group
to the other a few times, indicating not only the common presence of netherworld and ancestral gods
in rituals, but also the specific association with water bodies. This is clearly indicated in the text by the
different ritual actions and even in different ritual spaces or zones.

TABLE 1: Overview of specific and common features in the sources for the ritual opening of a canal

K.2727+
(ritual)

SpTU 2, 5
(incantation,
ritual)

BM 54952
(ritual)

RINAP 3/2, 156 // 223
(Sennacherib
inscription)

Moussaieff no.
254) (Kaštiliaš
inscription)

Specialist āšipu(?) āšipu kalû āšipu, kalû, king king

Materials
and tools

7 stones,
turtle figurines

spade and basket 7 stones 7 stones, turtle
figurines

spade and basket

Gods Ea Mummu
Qingu Ešret-
nabnīssu

Ea Šamaš
AsalluḫiAdad
Enbilulu Ninazu
Enkimdu Šakkan

[Marduk]
(?)

Ea
Enbilulu
En’e’imdu

(Enlil)

12 For the role of Enki/Ea as water and hydraulic engineer
in early Sumerian literature, see Bagg 2008; this is probably

one of the main reasons why the god is invoked also in the
present first-millennium B.C.E. context.
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These groupings are not different from other ritual initiations, where there is a distinction between
ancestral, primordial, netherworld gods, and “living” gods connected to the world, social order, and
abundance. Thus, e.g., in the lilissu ritual, and especially in its commentary, there is a distinction
between Enmešara and Enlil (Gabbay 2018), and in building rituals, there is a distinction between
various gods related to the building of the house, as well as prosperity and purification (Ambos
2004: 26–28), and netherworld gods such as Enmešara (Ambos 2004: 70).

In the incantation SpTU 2, 5 (lines 14–19), only one group of gods is mentioned, but this group,
although not explicitly distinguished, can be seen, too, as consisting of two sub-groups. The first
includes gods related to the qualities of the canal as providing abundance (Ea, in charge of the
sweet subterranean waters; Adad, in charge of rain; Enbilulu and Enkimdu in charge of
irrigation),13 and the second includes the geographical (and cosmological) aspects of the canal that
can be related to the netherworld: Ninazu, a netherworld god here related to the river, given the
epithet lugal íd-da // bēl nāri, perhaps as an extension of the netherworld river (see Horowitz 1998:
355–359); and Šakkan, a god associated with life in the steppe and pasture, but also with the
netherworld (Wiggermann 2021: 602–605).14

The primordial netherworld gods Mummu, Qingu, and Ešret-nabnīssu mentioned in K.2727+ are
closely connected to the primordial gods known from Enūma eliš, vanquished by Ea and Marduk in
their mythological battles. Mummu, Apsû’s vizier, is captured by Ea in Enūma eliš (I:69–72; Lambert
2013: 54–55), and thereafter is kept with a nose-rope in the hands of Ea in his dwelling in the Apsû.

Qingu and Ešret-nabnīssu, “His ten creation(s),” correspond to the eleven creatures created by
Tiāmat, among which she elevated Qingu (i.e., implying that beside Qingu there were ten
creatures, as in the ritual, where they are grouped collectively with a divine determinative) in
Enūma eliš (I:146–148 // II:32–34 // III:36–38, 94–96; Lambert 2013: 58–59, 64–65, 76–81).15 The
fate of Qingu and the creatures is described after their battle, led by Tiāmat, with Marduk, in
Enūma eliš (IV:115–122; Lambert 2013: 92–93), where they, like Mummu before them, are said to
be captured and bound.16 Later, the eleven creatures (implying Qingu and the other ten creatures)
are mentioned again as bound at Marduk’s feet, and then Marduk creates images of them at the
gate of the Apsû as a sign to remember the mythological event (Enūma eliš V:73–76; Lambert
2013: 100–102).

The ancestral gods mentioned in the ritual text are the gods which were left over from the
mythological battles with the water bodies of Apsû and Tiāmat. As is made explicit in Enūma eliš,
the eleven creatures (corresponding to Qingu and Ešret-nabnīssu in the ritual) and the images of
these gods were placed in the “Gate of the Apsû” as reminders of the mythological battle, and in
the ritual, it is the “Gate of the river,” associated with the Apsû, that is exposed, where these gods
are mythologically held by Ea. The flowing of the abundant waters in the rivers when opening the
canal is another “triumph” of Ea over these monsters (see also below). Therefore, the offerings in
the ritual texts to these gods connect the ritual acts to the mythological acts, accepting the
everlasting tension between the “living gods,” especially Ea, and the “bound” ancestral gods, and
ensuring that this tension will remain to the advantage of Ea.

The river and the removal of its earth
The ritual K.2727+ emphasizes the earth piles (eperū) coming out of the canal, and ritual actions are
performed on this earth (the laying of the stones and turtles).17 Also the incantation SpTU 2, 5
emphasizes this earth, beginning with the words “canal, whose earth is removed” (l. 1).18 This

13 Note that the Sennacherib inscription mentions only the
gods related specifically to the canal, namely, Ea, and the
gods of irrigation, Enbilulu and Enkimdu.

14 Šakkan is ambiguous here, since he is also related to Ea
and prosperity (Wiggermann 2021: 604).

15 For the (unstable) tradition of a group of eleven
monstrous gods appearing in divine conflicts, see Lambert
2013: 224–232.

16 But Qingu, although listedwith the “DeadGods”, is said
later again in the text to be bound; interestingly, his blood is
used for the creation of the humans, although he is not
explicitly described as being killed (Enūma eliš VI:31–33;
Lambert 2013: 110–113).

17 Compare the reference to the earth dug up in building
rituals in Ambos 2004: 114, ii:16 and 140:18”, e+25”–30”.

18 íd saḫar-bi íb-ta-an-[zi-zi] // n[a]-a-ri ša e-pe-ru-ša na-as-
ḫu.
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removal of earth by regular human labor is mythologically connected to the divine sphere. The text
emphasizes that the tools used for this labor were made of precious materials, thus pointing to their
divine and pure nature. This is emphasized in the same incantation: “Its soils are carried with a spade
of silver, with a spade of copper, with a basket of lapis lazuli” (lines 12–13).19 After the earth was
removed, the gods let the water flow in it: “They (= the gods) had this river carry the waters of
life, the everlasting waters” (lines 20–21).20

Similarly, Kaštiliaš III describes the excavation work on the Sumundar canal: “By order of Enlil,
my lord, I dug the Sumundar waterway with a silver spade. I carried the earth in a silver basket. I
established everlasting water for Nippur” (Abraham/Gabbay 2013: 184:10–15).21 Only after the
earth is removed, can the everlasting water of life flow in the river. That the tools used are actually
divine tools can be deduced from their placement in front of Enlil after they were used in the
Kaštiliaš inscription (lines 15–17). These tools, through their ritual use, are connected to the
mythological canal digging of the gods in primordial times, as described, e.g., in the Atraḫasīs epic
(see Abraham/Gabbay 2013: 191).

This divine act is also described in an incantation to the river performed during Namburbi rituals:
“You, river, creatress of everything! When the great gods dug you, (var. adds: the Igigi gods removed
[your earth piles]), they placed favor (var. abundance) in your banks. Within you, Ea, king of the
Apsû, created his dwelling” (Maul 1994: 86:7’–11’; Lambert 2013: 397:1–4).22

Thus, the gods dug thewatercourses, removed its earth, and let abundantwater flow, and this enabled
Ea to dwell there. In the ritual for opening the canals, the humans continue this task, ensuring the
everlasting flow of waters, both for the future, but also connecting it to the past, namely to the
mythological times before humans were created. The water that flows after the removal of the earth
is ritually defined and consecrated as the water of the Apsû, and this could only be done through the
removal of the earth which prevented the connection between the Apsû and the water in the canal.
In other words, the water canal is the water of the Apsû. The ritual act thus connects the water on
earth flowing in the form of a canal to the groundwater of the Apsû. This also enables Ea to dwell in
these waters and continues the everlasting struggle between the waters of life and the earth clogging
up the watercourses, or mythologically, the everlasting struggle between Ea (and other gods) with
the netherworld gods who wish to take over the same watercourses (see above). The victory of Ea in
this struggle is ritually achieved by placing the pure stones and metals on the earth that was dug
from the canal. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that by removing the earth, mythologically
connected to the netherworld deities and fierce creatures, some loss is caused to these deities, who
although “bound” by Ea, are not killed nor disregarded, but just controlled, and therefore they are
compensated for this earth by the gift of the golden disks to them.

Stones used in the ritual for opening a canal
K.2727+ lists twice a group of materials, consisting of metals (ĝišŠINIG, útuḫ-lam, ĝiš

GIŠIMMAR.TUR,
GI.ŠUL.ḪI, ĜIŠ.BÚR) and stones (na4GUG, na4ZA.GÌN, na4NÍR, na4MUŠ.GÍR, na4BABBAR.DILI

(meš), na4BABBAR.
MIN5, ia4-ni-bu) that are used for purification. These materials correspond to materials used in
other rituals too, especially Namburbi rituals, but also in others (Maul 1994: 41–44; Ambos 2004:
71–73).23 While in Namburbi rituals these materials are used in the libation vessel (agubbû), and
then they can be used separately for other purifications (Maul 1994, 44–45), in K.2727+ the
materials are first placed on the heaps of earth dug out of the canal, and only later placed in the
libation vessel.24 Perhaps, unlike other Namburbi rituals which use pure waters of an already

19 ĝišmar kù-babbar ĝišmar urudu // ina mar kás-pi inamar e-
ri-i / gidusu za-gìn-na saḫar-bi íl-íl // ina tup-šik uq-ni-i e-pé-ru-
šá za-ab-lu.

20 a nam-til-la a da-ri íd-bi mu-un-dé-e-ne // me-e ba-la-tụ
me-e da-ru-tú na-a-ri šá-a-šá ú-šá-bi-lu.

21 a-na qí-bi-it den-líl be-lí-ia ídsu-mu-da-ar i-na giš
MAR KÙ.

BABBAR lu eḫ-ri i-na gi
DUSU KÙ.BABBAR e-pe-ri lu az-bi-íl m[e]-

e da-ru-ti a-na NIBRU
ki lu ú-ki-in.

22 at-ti ÍD ba-na-át ka-la-ma / e-nu-ma iḫ-ru-ki DINGIR
meš

GAL
meš / [SAḪAR(meš)-ki(?) i]s-su-ḫu DINGIR

meš dí-gì-gì / ina a-

ḫi-ki iš-ku-nu dum-qa (var. ḪÉ.NUN) / ina lìb-bi-ki dé-a LUGAL

ap-si-i ib-na-a šu-bat-su (most variants not indicated here).
23 Note especially in theMīs pî ritual where the preparation

of the agubbû-vessel and the materials placed in it are
performed by the āšipu at the river (Walker/Dick 2001: 38–
39, 54–55:23–39).

24 We thank the anonymous reviewer of this article for
pointing this to us.
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flowing river, the ritual in K.2727+, which deals with the initial purification of the river, first has to
take care of the purification of the materials related to the digging of the river itself.

Although the aforementioned stones appear with purification materials in other rituals too, it is
noteworthy that both the Bavian inscription of Sennacherib and the kalû ritual BM 54952
specifically emphasize the same list of seven metals and stones. This is probably due to the
emphasis on the pure minerals quarried from the earth and mountains in contrast to the earth dug
out of the canal. It should be noted that the lists do not fully correspond: In BM 54952 only the
summary “seven stones” is preserved. In the Bavian inscription, the first four stones correspond to
those in K.2727+ (na4GUG, na4ZA.GÌN, na4NÍR, na4MUŠ.GÍR), then na4BABBAR.DILI

meš is listed, the plural
probably corresponding to both na4BABBAR.DILI and na4BABBAR.MIN5 in K.2727+. The Bavian
inscription concludes with the general “selected (precious) stones” (abnī nisiqti, see CAD N/II,
271–272), while K.2727+ lists the yānibu-shell.

The use of turtle figurines in the ritual for opening a canal
Turtle figurines are attested not only in K.2727+ and in the Sennacherib inscription, but in other
rituals connected to rivers (compare Weszeli 2009-11: 180). In the Nineveh ritual tablet of the Mīs
pî ceremony, after the procession from the craftsmen’s house to the river, the āšipu performs these
ritual actions on the river bank (Walker/Dick 2001: 43, translation following p. 58):

78 [ urud]u⸢GÍN⸣ urudu
BULUG

urudu
ŠUM.GAM.[ME]

79 [BAL.GI
ku6 NÍĜ.BÚN.NA]⸢ku6 šá KÙ.BABBAR u KÙ.GI⸣

ana šab-ri UDU.NÍ[TA]
80 [ĜAR-an ta-šap-pi-ma ana ÍD] ŠUB-d[i]

[You place] an axe, a chisel, a saw,
[a raqqu-turtle, a šeleppû-turtle] of silver and gold into
the thigh of the ram;
[you bind it up and] throw it [into the river.]

These lines are restored according to the Babylonian ritual tablet, which are formulated slightly
differently (Walker/Dick 2001: 70, translation following p. 78):

8 (…) šab-ri UDU.NÍTA BAD-⸢ma⸣ urudu
GÍN

urudu
BULUG

urudu
ŠUM.GAM.ME

9 BAL.GI
ku6 NÍĜ.BÚN.NA

ku6 šá KÙ.BABBAR u KÙ.GI ana lìb-
bi ĜAR-an ta-šap-pi-ma ana ÍD ŠUB-di

(…) you open the thigh of a ram; and you place inside
an axe, a chisel, a saw,
a raqqu-turtle, a šeleppû-turtle of silver and gold; you
bind it up and throw it into the river.

According to Walker/Dick (2001: 58 n. 78), Ea reclaims these tools since he is the one together with
the craft-deities, who created the god of the cultic statue. The figurines of the tortoise and turtle are
represented, because these animals – as amphibians – act as messengers or mediators between two
worlds: the land and the waters, the human world and the Apsû, thus standing in a liminal
position (see Abraham/Gabbay 2013: 192 n. 48). Indeed, in iconography, especially of kudurru
stones, the turtle represents Ea, king of the Apsû (Seidl 1989: 152–154).25

The connection between the turtle and the Apsû is clearly described also in the Old Babylonian
composition Ninurta and the Turtle (Alster 2006), where Enki fashioned a turtle (ba-al-gu7) from
Abzu’s clay and put it at the entrance of the Abzu itself (lines 36–37). Although some parts of this
myth remain mostly unclear, it is possible that the subsequent rituals resemble this myth that
features the turtle as a guardian of the Abzu.

Moreover, among the several literary and administrative texts,26 where the níĝ-bún-na-turtle is
attested, the same concept might probably be also found in the Old Babylonian turtle incantation
VS 17 12 (Owen 1981: 42–43; Peterson 2007: 411, 418; compare Weszeli 2009-11: 181), which
might be an early source for the ritual usage of a turtle figurine (although it cannot be excluded
that the incantation refers to an actual turtle):27

25 For other representations of turtles in art, see Weszeli
2009-11: 181–182.

26 Literary texts: The Heron and the Turtle (Gragg 1973),
and GiEn 22 (Gadotti 2014: 154). Administrative texts: See
e.g., Farber (1974) and Weszeli (2009-11).

27 Translation following Peterson (2007: 411–12).
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1 [an]-ta èš kù-ga-àm im-ma-šèĝ-šèĝ
2 a-ab-ba níĝ-daĝal-la dùg im-ma-ni-in-nir!(ĜÁL)
3 ab-ba im-tu-ud gi im-tu-ud
4 níĝ-bún-naku6 im-ma-ni-in-tu-ud
(…)
8 níĝ-bún-naku6 ĝišbanšur hu-mu-un-s[ag9

?]
9 ĝišbanšur ḫu-mu-un-sikil
10 lugal-la ḫu-mu-un-zíl lugal-la ḫu-mu-un-sikil

From above the pure shrine, it was raining,
He ejaculated into the sea water, that broad place,
He fashioned the sea, he fashioned the reeds,
He fashioned the turtle therein.
(…)
The turtle, may it make the table good!
May it make the table pure!
May it make the king good, may it make the king pure!

The incantation continues with an invocation to abjure the diseases probably of the client (lines 11–
14). Without embarking on an in-depth discussion of these problematic lines, which would go beyond
the scope of the present study, this incantation shows a connection with the liminal aspect of the turtle
between sea and land (lines 1–3).
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ىونيننمةانقحتفسوقط
سدقلايفةيربعلاةعماجلا،ياباغيروأ،يلغارابسيرتايب:ملقب

ةقرولاشقانت.ةانقحتفدنعتعبتاسوقطعملماعتيىونيننمأزجممقروهو ، K.2727 +K.6213 مقرلانمةيوغلةخسنلاقملامدقي
نيذلانيصصختملاو،اهتبطاخممتيتلاةهللآاو،ةمدختسملاداوملاو،سوقطلانمعونلااذهلةيزاوملارداصملايأ،سوقطلاهذهلىرخأعجارم
.سوقطلاهذهءادإبنوموقياوناك
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